
Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites

Tomioka Silk Mill

Time is the dawn of modern Japan.
Tomioka Silk Mill was built in 1872

as Japanʼs first government-operated
model silk-reeling factory.

This mill, one of the biggest silk factories in the world 
at that time, fruit of the fusion of Western and 

Japanese techniques, set of buildings symbolizing 
modern Japan, still fascinates people with its 

astonishing presence more than one hundred years 
after its construction.

- UNESCO World Heritage Site -



①Tokyo station→Takasaki station 
(about 50 minutes by the Joetsu 
or Nagano shinkansen) or Shinjuku 
station→Takasaki station (about 
2 hours by the Shonan-shinjuku 
line),
②Takasaki station→Joshu-Tomioka 
station (about 40 minutes by the 
Joshin-dentetsu line), 
③The mill is about 15 minutes walk 
from Joshu-Tomioka station.

Access by car: 
Exit off the Joshinetsu Expressway at 
Tomioka I.C. Municipal parking 
spaces are available nearby the mill 
(pay and display car park P1 and P2 
at 10 minutes walk and free of 
charge park P4 at 20 minutes walk).

▽Municipal parking rates
Pay and display park fee
Ordinary car:Free for the first 30 

minutes, then plus 
100 yen per 30 minutes

Getting to Tomioka Silk Mill

Access by train

〒

WC

▽Opening hours
From 9:00 to 17:00.        Last admissions at 16:30.

▽Information to visitors
No smoking.        No eating.       No pets (with the exception of guide dogs).

▽Audio guide services
Enjoy your visit to its fullest with the fascinating explanations provided by our audio guide 
services available in Japanese, English, French, Chinese and Korean.
Audio guide devices available for rent (200 yens).
Free audio guide available on your smartphone (read the Q.R code on the right).
※Communication fees are at your own expense.

▽Admission fee

▽Closing day
From December 29 to 31.
※The mill may be exceptionally closed for maintenance.

▽About group visits
The visit for groups of 20 people or more requires prior reservation. 
Please visit Tomioka Silk Mill official website to access the reservation system. 
(Tomioka Silk Mill group reservation center, 0274-67-0088).

▽Tomioka Silk Mill
In 1870, the Meiji government decides to build the first full-scale mechanized silk-reeling factory adopting 
Western advanced technologies. The goal of this measure was to help Japan become a modern nation as a 
part of the government’s policy which goal was to promote the industry and increase the production. 
At the time, the demand for raw silk on the global market was great and it was a very valuable export 
item to obtain foreign currency. Tomioka Silk Mill was set up by the government as a government-
operated model factory with the aim of spreading the modern silk-reeling techniques, techniques making 
possible the mass production of high quality raw silk.
For the construction, the government entrusted technical advisers invited from France, an advanced 
country in the silk-reeling industry, and hired female trainee workers from all around Japan to help 
spreading these new techniques.
Tomioka Silk Mill began operation in October 1872. Factories taking Tomioka for model were eventually 
built throughout Japan and female workers having worked at Tomioka soon played a great role inside the 
mechanized silk-reeling factories established in their respective hometowns.
Tomioka Silk Mill was privatized in 1893 and was successively managed by the Mitsui Family, the Hara 
Partnership and finally the Katakura Industries which managed the Mill from 1939 to 1987, time when the 
mill ceased production. Until this date, Tomioka Silk Mill never stopped producing raw silk. Now, the 
automatic reeling machines in use until the mill ceased production are still preserved in situ inside the 
silk-reeling plant. In other words, the history of Tomioka Silk Mill is a symbol of the development of 
Japanese modern silk-reeling industry.
In 2005, preservation and management of the mill were entrusted to the city of Tomioka. Now, besides 
being an important cultural property of Japan, Tomioka Silk Mill has also been registered on the UNESCO 
World Heritage List in 2014 as “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related Sites”, which proves its value was 
recognized by the international community.

▽About the buildings
The main buildings built at the time of the establishment of Tomioka Silk Mill were constructed by a 
method called “timber-frame brick construction”. This method had been adopted for the construction of 
the Yokosuka Iron Works established in the last days of the Tokugawa shogunate in the mid XIX century 
with the cooperation of the French navy. Here, at Tomioka Silk Mill, a set of buildings adopting this 
method still remains in situ in very good condition. You can also find here valuable industrial facilities of 
the early Meiji period such as a gigantic iron water tank once used to provide the mill with the huge 
amount of water necessary for reeling silk, and an underground brick drain.
The two 104 meters long cocoon warehouses, combined with the 140 meters long silk-reeling plant, form 
a “U” within which was built the steam boiler plant intended to contain the steam engine and the boilers. 
Outside this “U” were built three Western style houses for the French employees as well as dormitories for 
the Japanese female workers. Except for the dormitories, the other buildings still remain in situ and their 
perfect condition reminds people of their old appearance.
On the occasion of the construction, Western modern techniques were introduced according to the plan and under 
the direction of French engineers, but, on the other hand, Japanese traditional techniques perpetuated since the 
Edo period were displayed on the construction site by Japanese carpenters and artisans.
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Adults 1000 yen
High school and university students 250 yen
Elementary and junior high school students 150 yen
※Free of charge for preschool children.
※Free of charge for persons with disabilities in possession of their 
evidence of disability and for their individual accompanying personnel.

Tomioka Silk Mill, 1-1 Tomioka, Tomioka-shi, Gunma 370-2316
Inquiries on your visit : 0274-67-0075
Inquiries on municipal parking lots : 0274-67-0088
URL : http://www.tomioka-silk.jp.e.wv.hp.transer.com/


